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'Sister Wendy’s deep and insightful commentaries are utterly unique. You will want this splendid
book for yourself but also to give to others.' Delia SmithHailed by The New York Times in 1997
as 'the most unlikely and famous art critic in the history of television', Sister Wendy Beckett went
on to present numerous TV documentaries and published over thirty popular books on art
history and appreciation.Shortly before she died in December 2018, and nearly thirty years on
from her first book, Sister Wendy was working with SPCK on an anthology of her all-time
favourite paintings. The result is this enthralling collection, which will delight her many fans all
over the world while also inspiring a new generation of art lovers as they develop their
understanding of the depths and subtleties of some of the world's greatest works of art.

Book DescriptionThe nation's favourite art historian invites you to share her appreciation of 100
of her all-time favourite paintings. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review‘As though
writing personally to each reader, Sister Wendy narrates, explains, and speculates on great
artistic creations, expressing how each in its own voice reminds us of what it is to be human. Her
commentaries are informed by a profound study of art history, a discerning eye, and her
compassionate understanding of the human spirit.’‘I often think of Sister Wendy when I give a
tour or speak to the public. I hope that her legacy of joy and of pushing past expectations to
share one’s knowledge will not leave us. It certainly won’t leave me.''A beautifully produced and
intriguing book, and a fitting tribute to the unique Sister Wendy. To the timeless delight of her
commentaries is added the thrill of wondering who is in, for which paintings, and who is out of
her top 100. Prepare yourself to be surprised.''The beauty and splendour of art has been with us
throughout the ages, but Sister Wendy’s deep and insightful commentaries are utterly unique.
You will want this splendid book for yourself but also to give to others.'As always, Sister Wendy’s
commentary is engaging and enjoyable. She had a unique gift for humanizing art and making it
accessible to everyone [...] a delightful book and a perfect swan song for this much-loved icon. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorSister Wendy Beckett (1930-2018) was
a Carmelite nun, consecrated virgin and art historian who became world famous in the 1990s
when she presented a series of BBC documentaries on the history of painting. She was the
author of over thirty books, including the internationally bestselling The Story of Painting (Dorling
Kindersley, 1997). Her most recent books include Sister Wendy’s Bible Treasury (SPCK, 2012)
and The Art of Lent (SPCK, 2017). --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Sister Wendy Beckett (1930–2018) lived a contemplative life under the protection of the
Carmelites at Quidenham in Norfolk. She became world famous in the 1990s when she
presented a series of BBC documentaries on the history of painting. She was the author of over
thirty books, including the internationally bestselling The Story of Painting (Dorling Kindersley,
1997). Her most recent books include Sister Wendy’s Bible Treasury (SPCK, 2012) and The Art
of Lent (SPCK, 2017).SisterWendy’s100Best lovedPaintingsSister Wendy
BeckettCONTENTSForewordPrefaceIntroductionPART ONE6th–14th centuries1VIRGIN AND
CHILD6th or 7th century2CHRIST PANTOCRATOR6th century3MATTHEW CROSS CARPET
PAGEThe Lindisfarne Gospels7th or 8th century4OTTO II RECEIVING HOMAGE FROM THE
FOUR PROVINCES OF THE EMPIREThe Egbert Codexc. 9835THE VIRGIN OF
VLADIMIREarly 12th century6GOD THE FATHER MEASURING THE UNIVERSEThe Bible
Moraliséec. 12257ST FRANCIS PREACHING TO THE BIRDSGiotto12998THE CALLING OF
THE APOSTLES PETER AND ANDREWDuccio1308–119CHRIST DISCOVERED IN THE
TEMPLESimone Martini1342PART TWO15th century10THE HOLY
TRINITYMasaccio142511THE ANNUNCIATIONFra Angelico1425–2612THE TRINITYAndrei
Rublevc. 1425–2713THE ARNOLFINI PORTRAITJan van Eyck143414THE MAGDALEN
READINGRogier van der Weydenc. 143515THE BAPTISM OF CHRISTPiero della Francescac.
145016ST JOHN THE BAPTIST RETIRING TO THE DESERTGiovanni di Paolo145417THE
DEATH OF THE VIRGINAndrea Mantegnac. 146218GINEVRA DE’ BENCILeonardo da Vincic.
147419VIRGIN ANNUNCIATEAntonello da Messinac. 1476PART THREE16th
century20MYSTIC NATIVITYSandro Botticelli150021MADONNA OF THE MEADOWGiovanni
Bellinic. 1500–0522MARY MAGDALENEPietro Peruginoc. 150023PORTRAIT OF A LADY WITH
A UNICORNRaphael1505–0624THE TEMPESTGiorgione1506–0825THE ERYTHRAEAN
SIBYLMichelangelo1508–1226NOLI ME TANGERETitianc. 151427A PRINCESS OF
SAXONYLucas Cranach the Elderc. 151728PORTRAIT OF HIERONYMUS
HOLZSCHUHERAlbrecht Dürer152629PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST’S WIFE WITH
KATHERINE AND PHILIPPHans Holbein1528–2930THE HARVESTERSPieter Bruegel the
Elder156531CHRIST AT THE SEA OF GALILEEJacopo Tintorettoc. 1570sPART FOUR17th
century32CHRIST ON THE CROSSEl Grecoc. 1600–1033THE SUPPER AT
EMMAUSCaravaggio160134THE ENTOMBMENTPeter Paul Rubensc. 161235REST ON THE
FLIGHT INTO EGYPTOrazio Gentileschi1615–2036THE WATERSELLER OF SEVILLEDiego
Velázquezc. 1619–2037COUNTRY ROAD BY A HOUSEGoffredo Wals1620s38SUSANNAH
AND THE ELDERSGuido Reni1620–2539THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERYGuercinoc.
162140A MUSICAL PARTYValentin de Boulognec. 1625–2641ST SERAPIONFrancisco de
Zurbarán162842DEMOCRITUSJusepe de Ribera163043LANDSCAPE WITH THE
GATHERING OF THE ASHES OF PHOCIONNicolas Poussin164844THE HOLY FAMILY ON
THE STEPSNicolas Poussin164845ST SEBASTIAN TENDED BY IRENEGeorges de La



Tour164946TWO WOMEN AT A WINDOWBartolomé Esteban Murilloc. 1655–6047A DUTCH
COURTYARDPieter de Hooch1658–6048SKITTLE PLAYERS OUTSIDE AN INNJan Steenc.
1660–6349THE JEWISH BRIDERembrandt van Rijnc. 1665–6950ALLEGORY OF THE
CATHOLIC FAITHJohannes (Jan) Vermeerc. 1670–72PART FIVE18th century51GILLESJean-
Antoine Watteauc. 1718–1952THE STONEMASON’S YARDCanalettoc. 172553THE YOUNG
SCHOOLMISTRESSJean-Siméon Chardinc. 1735–3654MR AND MRS ANDREWSThomas
Gainsboroughc. 175055THE OLYMPUSGiovanni Battista Tiepolo1761–6456THE THREE
YOUNGEST DAUGHTERS OF GEORGE IIIJohn Singleton Copley178557REVEREND
ROBERT WALKER SKATING ON DUDDINGSTON LOCHHenry Raeburnc. 179558PORTRAIT
OF COUNTESS GOLOVINAÉlisabeth Vigée Le Brun1797–1800PART SIX19th
century59YOUNG WOMAN DRAWINGMarie-Denise Villers180160THE BATHERJean-Auguste-
Dominique Ingres180861THE COLOSSUSFrancisco de Goya1808–1262MONK BY THE
SEACaspar David Friedrichc. 180963WIVENHOE PARK, ESSEXJohn
Constable181664NORHAM CASTLE, SUNRISEJ. M. W. Turnerc. 184565THE HORSE
FAIRRosa Bonheur185566GOOD DAY, MONSIEUR COURBETGustave Courbet185467THE
BLIND GIRLJohn Everett Millais1854–5668VILLE-D’AVRAYJean-Baptiste-Camille Corotc.
186569THE HARBOUR AT LORIENTBerthe Morisot186970HARMONY IN GREY AND
GREEN: MISS CICELY ALEXANDERJames Whistler1872–7471THE GUST OF WINDPierre-
Auguste Renoirc. 187272THE CLIMB, RUE DE LA CÔTE-DU-JALET, PONTOISECamille
Pissarro187573MOTHER ABOUT TO WASH HER SLEEPY CHILDMary Cassatt188074THE
DAUGHTERS OF EDWARD DARLEY BOITJohn Singer Sargent188275A BAR AT THE FOLIES-
BERGÈREÉdouard Manet188276A SUNDAY ON LA GRANDE JATTEGeorges
Seurat188477THE TUBEdgar Degas188678THE BEDROOMVincent van
Gogh188879BATHERSPaul Cézannec. 189080STILL LIFE WITH APPLESPaul Cézanne1893–
9481FLAMING JUNEFrederic Leighton189582WHERE DO WE COME FROM? WHAT ARE
WE? WHERE ARE WE GOING?Paul Gauguin1897–9883THE WATER-LILY PONDClaude
Monet1899PART SEVEN20th century84PROSTITUTE AT HER MIRRORGeorges
Rouault190685THE CONVERSATIONHenri Matisse190986COMPOSITION VIWassily
Kandinsky191387EMBRACEEgon Schiele191788THE BATHPierre Bonnard192589THE
GOLDEN FISHPaul Klee192590WHITE ROSE WITH LARKSPUR NO. 2Georgia
O’Keeffe192791GIRL BEFORE A MIRRORPablo Picasso193292CHRIST RISING FROM
SLEEP IN THE MORNINGStanley Spencer194093STUDIO (FEMALE NUDE AND
SCULPTURE)Max Beckmann194694DOOR TO THE RIVERWillem de Kooning196095NO. 1,
WHITE AND REDMark Rothko196296A BIGGER SPLASHDavid Hockney196797TWO
SUNFLOWERSJoan Mitchell198098JONAH AND THE WHALEAlbert Herbertc.
198799CHRISTMAS PAINTINGCRAIGIE AITCHISON1988100UNTITLED #9Agnes
Martin1988NotesSearch terms for artistsSearch terms for paintingsPicture creditsText
creditsFOREWORDSister Wendy Beckett makes her way up through Fifth Avenue in New York.
She is in a wheelchair – her usual way of getting around apart from short journeys to church or



tottering walks for the camera with arthritic knees – with her producer pushing. Suddenly, as she
approaches the ‘walk/don’t walk’ sign at 55th Street, a police patrol car swoops across the lanes
of traffic and screeches to a halt. The window winds down and a meaty face and burly arm in
NYPD blue emerge. ‘Hey Sister,’ bellows the thick Brooklyn accent, ‘I love your show.’Working
with Sister Wendy, I was the privileged witness to many such encounters. We spent many hours
together in galleries across Europe and America choosing the artworks that she felt most worthy
of inclusion in different series. Her unaffected, uniquely straightforward and insightful approach
to art had won her a huge worldwide audience, not least in the USA, and, perhaps because the
habit gave her an approachability, people came up to her in great numbers to express their
appreciation, enjoyment and deeper feelings. One woman in Boston had been bereaved of both
husband and daughter in the same year and came to say that Sister Wendy’s commentaries had
helped her through her grief.Wendy’s career – the books and programmes that led to these
chance meetings – began accidentally through illness. After 25 years as a Notre Dame sister
she had won permission to live as a hermit in the grounds of the Carmelite monastery at
Quidenham in Norfolk. Her official title was ‘a consecrated virgin under the protection of the
sisters of the Carmelite Order’, and she had designed her own habit and rule of life. Her work, to
earn her keep for the community, was translating medieval Latin texts. However, a period of ill
health had prevented her from continuing and she had asked permission instead to study and
then to write about art. Living in solitude, she worked solely from books, catalogues and
postcards. Her writing was dis-covered, as described in the Preface, and then Randall Wright,
now a distinguished documentary maker, then an assistant producer, suggested her as a
contributor for a documentary about the National Gallery. A TV phenomenon was born.In buying
or reading this book you have made some voluntary investment, in all senses, in the content.
Television is not so lucky. The programme maker is forced into all sorts of skulduggery to grab
the attention of casual viewers and channel hoppers. Sister Wendy provided an arresting visual
image – the curiosity of a nun with her trademark teeth – talking engagingly and
unselfconsciously about art. Her voice, delivery and enthusiasm were instantly appealing and
captured the hearts and attention of an audience that had never come to arts programming
before. The essential format of the films – Sister Wendy walking in a location and then arriving to
deliver a piece to camera in front of her chosen artwork – allowed the viewer to appreciate the
context and scale of the art simply by her being there.And so it was necessary for Sister Wendy
to leave the leaky caravan where she lived with only her books for company and travel to where
the paintings were. Her idea of the perfect programme would have been a slide show of
paintings with her voice reading commentaries out of vision. She never really understood ‘why
we have to do all these “walkings”; people don’t want to see me’. But, in obedience to the Mother
Superior who thought that the programmes could be helpful to people, she left what she called
‘the real world’ of solitude and embarked on the odyssey that took her into the world of her
audience. After years on a diet of skimmed milk and vegetables she soon developed a great
appreciation for good food (usually opting for two starters as larger portions defeated her), and



when relaxing in her hotel she discovered a passion for snooker and horseracing. She loved
horses (65: Rosa Bonheur, The Horse Fair) and had an uncanny ability to predict the winners (‘I
can just tell which horse wants to win’).If Sister Wendy had practical gaps in her knowledge of
the world, she was far from naive. As befits an academic who was awarded a congratulatory first
from Oxford at English, her knowledge of life came from voracious reading. In talking about
Frans Hals’ Laughing Cavalier, she comfort-ably referred to him as ‘the sort of man who wore
Turnbull and Asser shirts’. And she was supremely perceptive about relationships. ‘Stars’ do not
normally take much notice of the crew but Wendy took a lively interest in everyone she worked
with. She was frequently first to know who was pregnant, or whose marriage was unhappy. Look
at the way she reads two very different relationships in Rembrandt’s The Jewish Bride (49) and
Gainsborough’s Mr and Mrs Andrews (54).And leaving the caravan enabled Sister Wendy to see
paintings ‘in the flesh’. With some there was no surprise; she would greet the artworks as though
both they and the artists who made them were old friends. ‘Ah, you have a cold heart, Degas,’
she might exclaim in response to the artist’s detached objectivity (77: The Tub). At other times
the reality could delight and surprise.We never actually filmed in the Sistine Chapel itself. The
Japanese broadcaster NHK, which had paid for the cleaning and restoration of the famous
ceiling, had exclusive rights. Instead, we shot Wendy walking through the Sala Regia, the
antechamber to the chapel, and opening the door before cutting to archive footage of the ceiling.
While the crew rigged the lights out of shot behind a Bernini sculpture of putti lifting great swags
of curtain, Sister Wendy and I were granted a rare half-hour in the Sistine Chapel with only a
single security guard for company. Anyone who has trekked through the Vatican Museums to the
Sistine Chapel will know that its acoustic turns the hushed chatter of swarms of wondering
tourists into a hubbub, but we were able to contemplate the great work in complete tranquillity. In
order for Wendy to view the ceiling, we tilted her back in her wheelchair like an artillery piece
being aimed for the heavens.That Sister Wendy chose The Erythraean Sibyl (25) rather than
The Creation of Adam as her favourite part of this divine drama is typical of her whole approach
to art. Beauty and truth can point to the divine whether the subject is religious or not. In
Michelangelo’s ceiling the dignity of the human being, created in God’s image, extends beyond
the Bible to the world of classical culture. Because creation comes from God, nothing is ruled
out as unworthy of contemplation. This is particularly true of the body. When she first appeared
on television talking frankly about nudes (93: Max Beckmann, Studio (Female Nude and
Sculpture)), people were fascinated at the juxtaposition. But Wendy was adamant that if God
had made the body there should be no ‘silliness’ in talking about it. When a breakfast-show host
in America indulgently called her ‘naughty’, she took him to task on air for not taking God’s
creation seriously.Throughout her enforced exile from the ‘real world’, Sister Wendy maintained
her religious life. She rose at 4 a.m. to pray and left the rest of the crew at 9 p.m. Her contract
with the BBC contained the unique clause that the production should get her to Mass each day.
This challenge was met with enthusiasm: the meditative calm of daily Mass appeal-ed to all
faiths and none and hard-bitten crew competed to accompany Wendy. Keeping to a filming



schedule and attending Mass could cause problems. A researcher navigating Toledo’s
confusing one-way system during a shoot on El Greco (32) parked in a deserted square outside
the cathedral only to return and find the car surrounded by the chairs, tables and sun umbrellas
of the neighbouring cafés.In the Mass, Christ is recognized through the simple physical objects
of bread and wine. These are the subjects of Caravaggio’s Supper at Emmaus (33).A
recognition of the sacramental aspect of life underpinned Sister Wendy’s work and shines
through this book. Art provides a window on reality; paint on canvas allows us to see the world in
a different light, whether it be The Waterseller of Seville (36) or Craigie Aitchison’s Christmas
Painting (99). The star in his painting shines brightly with God’s love, promising salvation. In
Wendy’s words:We do not need to ‘understand’ it, any more than the dog does. We need only to
wait, to allow the wonder to embrace us in our human reality.That wonder is what Sister Wendy,
in her strange and colourful odyssey and through these favourite works, helps us to
appreciate.David Willcock,TV producer, director and writerPREFACEIn his book Being
Disciples, Rowan Williams describes what it feels like to be in the presence of a holy person:A
holy person makes you see things in yourself and around you that you hadn’t seen before, that is
to say, enlarges the world rather than shrinking it . . . They allow you to see, not them, but the
world around them.1That is just how I felt after my first meeting with Sister Wendy, back in 2011.
I had written to her a few weeks before to ask whether she would like to work on an anthology of
passages from the Bible illustrated by great works of art. The result was Sister Wendy’s Bible
Treasury, which SPCK published in 2012.At that point, of course, Sister Wendy was already
famous for her many wonderful books on art history and appreciation. Her initial venture into
print happened in the late 1980s. During a visit to the Carmelite monastery in Norfolk, where
Sister Wendy lived as a hermit, Delia Smith (the TV chef) was so impressed by Sister Wendy’s
unpublished reflections that she sent some of them to the Catholic Herald, which agreed to
publish them as a series. This led to her appearance on a TV art show and then to her
immensely popular BBC documentary series on the history of painting. She went on to present
more documentaries, in both the UK and the USA – where she was described by The New York
Times as ‘the most unlikely and famous art critic in the history of television’,2 Sister Wendy also
became the author of over 30 books, including the internationally bestselling The Story of
Painting (Dorling Kindersley, 1994).The last book that Sister Wendy published in her lifetime was
The Art of Lent: A painting a day from Ash Wednesday to Easter (SPCK, 2017). Shortly after it
appeared, she wrote to me to say:You would be astounded (or perhaps not)by the number of
letters I’ve had saying they found the Lent book helpful. It’s such a wonder to know this.At that
point, in spring 2018, Sister Wendy’s health was already in decline, and for a while it seemed
that it would be the last book to bear her name. But the good news for all Sister Wendy fans is
that not long before she died (on 26 December 2018), she accepted my invitation to compile a
list of her all-time favou-rite paintings – and the book you now hold in your hands is the
magnificent result. It is published in honour of Sister Wendy and as a loving tribute to the way
she continues, through her writing, to enlarge our world, enabling us to see things in ourselves



and around us that we hadn’t seen before.Philip Law,Publishing Director,
SPCKINTRODUCTIONThe art of looking at artArt is made to be seen. In contrast, nature,
prodigal and thoughtless, takes no heed of visibility: the poet Thomas Gray celebrates the flower
that ‘is born to . . . waste its sweetness on the desert air’ and the treasures lying hidden in ‘the
dark unfathom’d caves of ocean’.3 But art is diametrically opposed to such ‘waste’ and ‘desert
air’. It is focused, concentrated, intentional and intent. It is specifically called into material being
by the creative activity of a gifted human being, and its primary purpose depends on its being
viewed. It would be naive, though, to consider this act of looking a simple one. Life is so
multifarious in its impact that we can only move through it by rationing our attention. We semi-
look, we skim. Indeed, it requires an effort to look in a serious, focused manner. Who has not
seen visitors to a museum emerge not satisfied but rather fatigued?In order to experience art,
we should of course visit museums. They are the prime locus where the uniqueness of an artist’s
work can be encountered. Yet even in museums, which are more and more acquiring the
significance of churches, art is seen in very unpromising conditions. Each work was made to be
seen alone, but in a museum we are able to appraise it only in a room full of other works, dense
with other people, ourselves already distracted by travel and unfamiliarity. Compare this with our
relationship to literature: we generally read one book at a time, we spend as much time as it
takes, and we read it in comfort. (It has been well said that the basic condition for art
appreciation is a chair.) Yet we have to learn how to overcome the hindr-ances of the museum if
encounters with art are to enrich us.Art cannot be fully experienced without our cooperation, and
this involves, above all, our sacrifice of time. Sociologists, lurking incon-spicuously with
stopwatches, have discovered the average time museum visitors spend looking at a work of art:
it is roughly two seconds. We walk all too casually through museums, passing objects that will
yield up their meaning and exert their power only if they are seriously contemplated in solitude.
Since this is a weighty demand, many of us perhaps must compromise: we do what we can in
the imperfect condition of even the most perfect museum, then we buy a reproduction and take it
home for prolonged and (more or less) distractionless contemplation. If we do not have access
to a museum, we can still experience reproductions – books, postcards, posters, television, film
– in solitude, though the work lacks immediacy. We must, therefore, make an imaginative leap
(visualizing texture and dimension) if reproduction is our only possible access to art. Whatever
the way in which we come into contact with art, the crux, as in all serious matters, is how much
we want the experience. The encounter with art is precious, and so it costs us in terms of time,
effort and focus.Apart from these logistical difficulties, there are psychic blocks to appreciating
art. However inviolate our self-esteem, most of us have felt a sinking of the spirit before a work of
art that, while highly praised by critics, to us seems meaningless. It is all too easy to conclude,
perhaps subconsciously, that others have a necessary knowledge or acumen that we lack. At
such moments, it is important to realize that, while the experience of art is by no means limited to
art historians and critics, knowledge of the field is always helpful and sometimes essential. Art is
created by specific artists living in and fashioned by a specific culture, and it helps to understand



this culture if we are to understand and appreciate the totality of the work. This involves some
preparation. If need be, we should have read the artist’s biography: the ready response to the
painting of Vincent van Gogh or Rembrandt, or of Caravaggio or Micelangelo, comes partly from
viewers’ sympathy with the conditions, both historical and temperamental, from which these
paintings came.Then, a paradox: we need to do some research, and then we need to forget it. If
we only approach art intellectually, we shall never see it as a whole.(It was the child who could
see the emperor’s nakedness, because the child has no preconceptions.) We have delimited a
work if we judge it in advance. Faced with the work, we must try to dispel all the busy
suggestions of the mind and simply contemplate the object in front of us. The mind and its facts
come in later, but the first, though prepared, experience should be as undefended, as innocent,
and as humble as we can make it.Why should we go to all this trouble? This is a question that
those who have learned to appreciate art do not need to ask. We all have access in some form
to works of art of supreme genius, which represent humanity at its deepest and most pure. We
can emotionally enter into these works, have our limitations stretched, silently discover the
potential within us, and understand – perhaps to an extent we would never have been able to
accept unaided – what it means to be alive. The knowledge can be painful, but it can also be
transforming. That is almost the definition of great art – that it changes us.Art is our legacy, our
means of sharing in the spiritual greatness of other men and women – those who are known, as
with most of the great European painters and sculptors, and those who are unknown, as with
many of the great carvers, potters, sculptors and painters from Africa, Asia, the Middle East and
Latin America. Art represents a continuum of human experience across all parts of the world and
all periods of history. Indeed, archaeologists recognize the presence of Homo sapiens when
they find some evidence of creativity, such as a shaped stone or a clay pot. Artists past and
present keep alive for us humankind’s natural potential for beauty and power and help future
generations to examine the fundamental mysteries of life and death, which we both fear and
desire to know. While life lasts, let us live it, not pass through as zombies, and let us find in art a
glorious passageway to a deeper understanding of our essential humanity.The passageway
provided by art is very wide. No single interpretation of art is ever ‘right’, not even the artist’s own.
He or she can tell us the intent of the work, but the actual meaning and significance of the art,
what the artist achieved, is a very different matter. (It is pitiable to hear the grandiose discussions
of artists’ work by the least talented of our contemporaries.) We should listen to the
appreciations of others, but then we should put them aside and advance towards a work of art in
the loneliness of our own truth. Each of us encounters the work alone, and how much we receive
from it is wholly the effect of our will to accept this responsibility.Sister Wendy Beckett4Duccio,
The Calling of the Apostles Peter and Andrew (1308–11)PART ONE6th–14th centuries1VIRGIN
AND CHILD6th or 7th centuryAlthough I would not presume to call myself an art historian, I must
confess to having shared in the art historical wariness of the icon. What liberated me from my
near-sighted folly was the icon I saw in the Temple Gallery in London in 2003. Up to then books
on Byzantine art or on icons in general had lamented that only seven icons of the Virgin had



survived the period of iconoclasm. All seven were known, though by no means well known. What
happened in 2003, however, meant that the history books had to be rewritten.Dick Temple and
Laurence Morrocco discov-ered in a small auction house in Avignon, France, a blackened and
tattered encaustic image, which, they could recognize, was a very early icon of the Mother of
God. The use of wax, which is what encaustic means, is limited to the early centuries, but it was
the sheer power of the image itself that convinced Temple that he had found something of
extraordinary significance. It is a painting on linen, and when it was discovered it was clumsily
glued on to a rectangular piece of cardboard. It took the Temple Gallery two years to clean it and
to consoli-date it, two years also in which they sought to find its origin. The general consensus
seems to be that it hung in some church in Egypt during the sixth or seventh century and has
miraculously survived to give us an unimaginably precious insight into the poetry of early
Christian thinking.‘An unimaginably precious insight into the poetry of early Christian
thinking.’The Virgin herself, with her oval face and swanlike neck, looks away from the viewer.
Apart from a gold cross over her forehead, she is simply dressed in black and shades of brown.
Her gentle removal of herself from our attention has been described as aloof, but it does not
seem so to me. She is well aware of our presence, and by no means indifferent to it, but all that
matters to her is that we should regard the little Jesus. The passion that is absent from her face
is visible in the very firm grip with which she holds the mandorla.A mandorla is almond-shaped,
rather like a shield, and we find it surrounding the infant Jesus on many early icons. It has been
wondered if there is a reference here to the shield on which the Roman emperor was
accustomed to display his son to the waiting army. For the Christian, the son of the Roman
emperor, his heir, has given place to the child Jesus, equally emperor, but in no worldly
sense.There is a striking seventh-century Virgin at the Monastery of St Catherine at Mount Sinai,
which is so destroyed that it does not count among the surviving eight. We can still make out,
though, that the Virgin holds her son enclosed in an oval shield that is bright red. Here, however,
the shield or mandorla is transparent. We can see Mary’s large and powerful hand grasping the
rim, as she subdues herself completely to the reality of Jesus. Further-more, as it is transparent,
we can see through to the place of Mary’s womb. This is her significance:that in her, God, the
Word, became flesh.Wonderful though I find this Madonna, what seems to be truly extraordinary
is the depiction of Jesus. This is a child, an anxious child. He knows that there is an answer, but
yet not what it is, and his big searching eyes implore us to join with him in his quest. He is small,
but not a baby. He has a rough mop of red curls, dark eyes, and a strong masculine mouth. Here
we can see a likeness to his mother: whose rosy lips are womanly, but very firm. In one hand he
holds what may be a scroll, but we feel that perhaps he is independent of written wisdom.This is
a child alive with a passionate desire to seek the truth and pleading with us to join with him in
this all-absorbing search. His small, sandalled feet dangle in human vulnerability as he shows
himself to us, held and yet not held by his mother. She holds the mandorla, not the child. He is
there for our possessing, human, unprotected and haunting, an image like no other.2CHRIST
PANTOCRATOR6th centuryFrom the eighth century until halfway through the ninth century, the



Byzantine Empire set about destroying all its icons. Wherever holy images existed, they were
burned, thrown into rivers, hacked to pieces, whitewashed if on walls, scribbled over if in books.
From this iconoclastic fury hardly anything has survived. There are eight icons of the Virgin Mary,
mostly kept safe in Rome where the Byzantine Emperor had no power, and for the rest there is
only a pathetic and damaged number of ancient icons in the remote desert monastery of St
Catherine. Supreme among these pre-iconoclastic images is this magnificent icon of Christ the
Ruler of All, the Pantocrator.The icon painter never invented, never inaug-urated. The whole
point of the icon was that it was true; this was a real image. The mandylion, said to have been
miraculously imprinted on a cloth, set the standard for the icon of Jesus.5 He is dark-haired,
brown-eyed, he has a slight beard, a strong and powerful neck, and an air of majesty. This
exceptionally early icon captures with grace and beauty what the early Christians saw as the
essence of the Saviour.
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David Johann, “Our Fav Sister Wendy Art Book. High quality reproductions. Just the right
amount of info about the painter and painting. There's always just a little more info/ description
in the italicized section. My mom and I really enjoyed it and I've gotten it for others and
recommend it as well.”

annam, “It'a a real wonderful book!. I love Sr Wendy and all her writings and this is really a tribute
to her and a big treat for the reader.”

Tipsymillers, “Super book.. This is such a lovely book. Beautiful pictures, and easily understood
text.”

Mrs Cahill, “Inspiration al. Sister Wendy's knowledge & appreciation were well known as her
books show”

The book by EMILY CRAFTS has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 25 people have provided feedback.
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